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Atomic force acoustic microscopy methods to determine thin-film
elastic properties
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We discuss atomic force acoustic microscopy~AFAM ! methods to determine quantitative values for
the elastic properties of thin films. The AFAM approach measures the frequencies of an AFM
cantilever’s first two flexural resonances while in contact with a material. The indentation modulus
M of an unknown or test material can be obtained by comparing the resonant spectrum of the test
material to that of a reference material. We examined a niobium film (d5280630 nm) with AFAM
using two separate reference materials and two different cantilever geometries. Data were analyzed
by two methods: an analytical model based on conventional beam dynamics, and a finite element
method that accommodated variable cantilever cross section and viscous damping. AFAM values of
M varied significantly depending on the specific experimental configuration and analysis technique.
By averaging values obtained with both reference materials, very good agreement~5–10 %
difference! with values determined by other methods was achieved. These results provide insight
into using AFAM methods to attain reliable, accurate measurements of elastic properties on the
nanoscale. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1592632#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ever-decreasing length scales in many fields of scie
and technology present a serious challenge for mate
characterization. Improved nondestructive measurem
tools must be developed to accommodate submicromete
mensions. Specifically, the ability to determine mechan
properties at the nanoscale is needed, especially for sys
involving thin films. Knowledge of mechanical propertie
such as elastic modulus and interfacial quality~defects,
strain, adhesion, etc.! is critical to the successful develop
ment of next-generation film materials and structures.

To meet these needs, measurement tools are being d
oped that exploit the spatial resolution of atomic force m
croscopy~AFM!. Although standard AFM measures topo
raphy, other emerging techniques sense a sample’s el
properties. One promising approach is a hybrid acous
AFM technique called atomic force acoustic microsco
~AFAM !.1 AFAM involves vibrating the cantilever at ultra
sonic frequencies to excite its mechanical resonances.
resonant frequencies of the cantilever shift when its tip
brought into contact with a sample. By measuring the re
nant frequencies under both free-space and surface-cou
conditions, information about the sample’s elastic proper
can be extracted. A major advantage of AFAM@and related
methods such as ultrasonic force microscopy2 ~UFM!# is that

a!Electronic address: hurley@boulder.nist.gov
2340021-8979/2003/94(4)/2347/8/$20.00
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the small tip diameter~;10–100 nm! enablesin situ elastic-
property information with nanoscale spatial resolution. F
thermore, AFM’s scanning ability means that tw
dimensional images of mechanical properties are possib

Although the fundamental principles of AFAM hav
been established, many aspects of the measurement me
are still being refined. We wish to understand which of the
aspects most strongly affect AFAM’s ability to makequanti-
tative elastic-property measurements. In this paper, we
cuss our AFAM measurement and analysis techniques to
termine the quantitative elastic properties of thin films. W
describe experiments on a thin-film sample using two AF
cantilevers with very different geometries. To understand
results more thoroughly, we compare two methods of AFA
data analysis. Both an analytical approach and a finite
ment method are used to model the dynamics of the m
surement. The same data are interpreted with the two
proaches to better understand measurement uncertainty
accuracy. We also compare the AFAM results to those
tained by other techniques such as instrumented indenta3

and surface acoustic waves.4 In this way, we hope to contrib-
ute to the current understanding of quantitative AFAM.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. AFAM techniques

Our experimental apparatus, shown schematically in F
1, is similar to that of Rabeet al.1 The sample under inves
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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tigation is bonded to a longitudinal ultrasonic contact tra
ducer that is subsequently affixed to the positioning stag
the AFM instrument. A function generator drives the tran
ducer with a continuous sine wave. The frequency and
plitude of the sine wave~typically 0.1–2.5 MHz and 25–200
mV! are computer controlled. When the AFM cantilever
is in contact with the sample, the transducer vibrations ex
resonances in the cantilever through the tip-sample coup
The response of the AFM photodiode detector then co
sponds to the vibration of the cantilever at the transdu
frequency. This is detected via a lock-in amplifier who
reference signal is the signal from the function genera
The output signal of the lock-in amplifier is the response
the AFM photodiode detector at the transducer excitat
frequency.~At over 3 MHz, the photodiode rolloff frequenc
is higher than the range of frequencies measured.! In a stan-
dard experiment, the computer sweeps through a rang
excitation frequencies and acquires a spectrum of the ca
lever’s vibration response versus frequency. Experime
values of the cantilever’s first two flexural resonances
determined from this spectrum.

The entire measurement procedure is as follows. F
the free-space resonances of the cantilever are measure
sweeping the transducer frequency while the cantileve
close to, but not touching, the sample~separation;0.5 mm!.
The transducer vibrations are sufficiently transmitted throu
the air to excite the cantilever resonances. As discussed
low, knowledge of the free-space resonances is neede
characterize the properties of the specific cantilever in u
The cantilever is then lowered and its tip is brought in
contact with a reference or calibration sample. Reson
spectra are acquired for one or more values of the forceFN

applied to the cantilever.FN is related to the cantilever dis
placementd by FN5kcd, wherekc is the spring constant o
the cantilever. Thus it is equivalent to obtain spectra for d
ferent values ofd, which is simpler to determine experimen
tally. Typically, measurements are made at three differ
values in the ranged'10– 50 nm. For the cantilevers use
in these experiments, this corresponds toFN'0.2– 2.2mN.
Next, the cantilever is brought into contact with the test~un-
known! material. The resonances are measured for the s
values ofFN or d. The final step in the experimental proce
is to repeat the measurements on the reference sample.
a ‘‘data set’’ usually consists of nine individual measur
ments of the spectrum: three on the unknown sample and

FIG. 1. Schematic of experimental AFAM apparatus.
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on the reference material. Here, two reference samples w
used and the following sequence of measurements was u
reference 1, reference 2, test, reference 2, reference 1.

From the experimental resonant frequencies, values
calculated for the tip-sample contact stiffnessk* for both the
test and reference materials. Further details are given in
III. The calculation is based on a model for the cantilev
dynamics. As described later, we have implemented b
analytical and numerical approaches to the model. Fina
the values ofk* for the test and reference samples are co
pared in order to obtain the desired quantity, the ela
modulus of the test sample.

It can be seen that this measurement procedure relie
one or more reference samples with known elastic proper
Comparison of test and reference data eliminates the nee
precise knowledge of parameters that are difficult to de
mine experimentally, for instance the tip radius.5 The proce-
dure yields two sets of results: one for the comparison
tween the test data and the first set of reference data, and
between the test data and the second set of reference
The two sets of results are typically averaged to obtai
single value of the modulus. In this way, effects such as
wear can be minimized.

B. Cantilever types

Measurements were made with two different cantilev
with different geometries. Diagrams of the cross section a
plan view for both cantilevers are shown in Fig. 2. The
mensions of the cantilevers and their first two free-sp
flexural resonances are given in Table I. Dimensions w
determined with an optical microscope, except for the thi
nesses, which were measured with a scanning electron
croscope~SEM!.

The plan view of the first cantilever is shown in Fig
2~a!. It was nearly rectangular and thus was referred to as

FIG. 2. Geometry of AFM cantilevers used for AFAM experiments. The t
two drawings correspond to the plan view of~a! the rectangular cantilever
and ~b! the dagger cantilever. The cross-sectional diagram in~c! applies to
both cantilevers. The drawings in~a! and ~b! are approximately to scale.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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‘‘rectangular’’ cantilever. The cantilever had a uniform, tra
ezoidal cross section along its length except at the very e
The tip was located near, but not exactly at, the end of
cantilever. The position of the tipL1 relative to the total
length L of the cantilever can be characterized by the ra
L1 /L.1 As discussed below,L1 /L is used as an adjustab
parameter in the data analysis. By examining the cantile
in the SEM and the optical microscope, we estimated t
L1 /L50.95– 0.97.

The second cantilever did not possess a rectangular
ometry. Due to its shape, seen in Fig. 2~b!, it was called the
‘‘dagger’’ cantilever. The figure indicates that the cantileve
cross section was not uniform across its entire length.
though trapezoidal throughout, the cross section varied
width along the pointed~triangular! region. Values for the
widths w1 andw2 given in Table I correspond to the cant
lever’s rectangular region furthest from the tip. This type
cantilever is attractive for AFAM experiments, partly b
cause the tip is located at exactly the end of the cantileve
that L1 /L51.0. In addition, the angle between the tip a
the cantilever is tilted by approximately 12° to compens
for the angle at which the cantilever is mounted in m
commercial AFM instruments. Therefore, when this tip
brought into contact with a sample, it is perpendicular to
sample surface. We have found this arrangement to w
well in practice.

The two cantilevers varied not only in their geomet
but also in the relative values of the cantilever spring c
stantkc . For our particular rectangular cantilever, a value
kc545.2 N/m was provided by the vendor. The precise va
of kc was not given for the dagger cantilever, but a range
possible valueskc'29– 55 N/m was specified. The relativ
values ofkc for the two cantilevers can be estimated usi
the relationkc5Ewt3/4L3 for a rectangular beam. Here,E is
Young’s modulus,w is the width,t is the thickness, andL is
the length of the cantilever. Inserting the appropriate val
in Table I into this equation, we find that the rectangu
cantilever is about 2.5 times stiffer than the dagger cant
ver. Because the equation applies to a rectangular beam
is only an approximation. However, the ratio is likely to b
even greater since the taper in the dagger cantilever mak

TABLE I. Properties of cantilevers used in AFAM experiments. Entr
include the dimensions defined in Fig. 2 and the frequencies of the
lowest free-space flexural resonancesf 1

0 and f 2
0. The columns labeled ‘‘ac-

tual’’ indicate the actual measured values. Columns labeled ‘‘FEM’’ cont
the values used in, or obtained by, the finite element method.

Property

Cantilever type

Rectangular Dagger
Actual FEM Actual FEM

a ~mm! 23262 232.0 15661 156.9
b ~mm! 22362 223.0 10161 100.8
w1 ~mm! 5261 52.0 4961 48.0
w2 ~mm! 4261 42.0 3962 38.7
t ~mm! 8.160.2 7.72 4.160.2 3.85
f 1

0 ~kHz! 180.860.2 180.8 257.960.2 257.9
f 2

0 ~kHz! 1157.860.2 1158.0 1427.760.2 1427.7
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less stiff than a rectangular beam of the same length
thickness.

C. Sample materials

To test the methods described above, we perform
AFAM experiments on a thin film of niobium~Nb!. The film
was sputtered onto a~001! single-crystal silicon~Si! wafer
approximately 0.5 mm thick. The specific film and substr
materials were chosen based on expected values of the
tic properties, ease of fabrication, and availability of liter
ture values for comparison. The film thicknessdNb was mea-
sured by breaking the sample and examining it in cr
section in the SEM. A valuedNb5280630 nm was obtained
by averaging a total of 26 measurements acquired at se
evenly spaced positions over a distance of 22 mm. The
certainty in the thickness represents the standard deviatio
the individual measurements. AFM topography measu
ments of the surface roughness indicate that the rms rou
ness of the Nb film was 1.5–2.0 nm.

Quantitative AFAM measurements requirein situ cali-
bration with a reference sample. The elastic properties of
reference sample, namely, its indentation modulusM
5E/(12n2), whereE is Young’s modulus andn is Pois-
son’s ratio, must be known. In previous research, a refere
material with properties close to those expected in the
material has usually been selected. From literature values
bulk Nb, we estimate thatMNb5116– 133 GPa.6

We could not identify an easily available reference m
terial with M in this range. Instead, we used two calibrati
samples whose properties bracketed these values. The
was a~001! single-crystal Si wafer approximately 0.5 mm
thick. We expectMSî 100&5161 GPa from calculations of th
effective anisotropic values forESî 100& andnSî 100& from the
second-order elastic moduli of silicon.7–9 However, a value
of MSi5139610 GPa was obtained with instrumented i
dentation testing~IIT ! on the specific sample used. The II
measurements also indicated thatM was slightly depth de-
pendent, increasing to about 170 GPa at deeper penetr
depths—closer to the expected value. It is possible that
sample possessed a thin surface layer of native oxide or
ishing damage. Because the applied AFAM forces w
smaller than those used in the IIT, we used the surface v
MSi5139 GPa in the AFAM data analysis.

The other reference sample was a disk of borosilic
crown glass. Its properties were characterized using stan
immersion, pulse-echo ultrasonic techniques.10 Measure-
ments of the longitudinal and shear wave velocities in
glass yielded an indentation modulusMgl58563 GPa,
identical to the nominal value quoted by the vendor.

III. DATA ANALYSIS METHODS

A. Analytical method

The standard approach for interpreting AFAM frequen
data uses conventional beam dynamics to obtain an ana
cal relation between the contact stiffness and the reso
frequencies. This approach has been described in d
elsewhere;1,5 here, we only summarize the basic concep
The drawing in Fig. 3 depicts the key features of the mod

o
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The cantilever is modeled as a beam of lengthL with a
perfectly uniform cross section. One end of the cantileve
clamped. The other~tip! end is free to vibrate~free-space
condition! or else coupled to the surface by a spring of st
nessk* ~sample-coupled condition!. The spring is located a
positionL1 with respect to the clamped end of the cantilev

Closed-form analytical expressions can be written
characterize the beam dynamics of this system. The e
tions relate the frequencies of the first two free-space flex
resonancesf 1

0 and f 2
0 to a characteristic parametercB . cB

contains the cantilever mass density, Young’s modulus,
beam thickness.1 The parametercB is combined with the
sample-coupled resonant frequencies to form the argum
of a characteristic equation for the sample-coupled vib
tions. This transcendental equation is solved to determine
value of the contact stiffnessk* between the tip and the
sample.

From values ofk* and knowledge of the reference m
terial’s elastic properties, first the reduced Young’s modu
E* and then the indentation modulusMtest can be
calculated5:

Etest* 5Ere f* S ktest*

kre f* D n

, ~1!

1

Etest*
5

1

Mtip
1

1

Mtest
. ~2!

Here, the subscripttestindicates the unknown sample andref
refers to the reference or calibration sample. We used a v
Mtip5MSî 001&5161 GPa for thê001& silicon tip. The value
of n in Eq. ~1! depends on the contact mechanics model us
For Hertzian contact,n53/2; for a flat-punch~flat! contact,
n51.5 We cite the values ofM calculated for bothn51 and
n53/2 to indicate the range of possible values. It should
noted that contact mechanics models in which the effect
adhesion are included were not considered.

In theory, the frequency of only one flexural resonance
needed to determinek* with this model. In practice, the
frequencies of two or more modes are measured andk* is
calculated for each one. This practice is partially motiva
by the fact that depending on the experimental configurat
one mode is usually more sensitive to changes ink* .11 The
values fork* obtained for different resonances, however,
not exactly agree if the assumed position of the AFM tip

FIG. 3. Diagram of key features of AFAM model. The cantilever is clamp
at one end and has a total lengthL. It is coupled to the surface through
spring of stiffnessk* ~contact stiffness! located at a positionL1 with respect
to the clamped end. An optional dashpot with damping constantc is located
in parallel with the spring.
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the very end of the cantilever~that is, if L1 /L51.0). There-
fore, the characteristic equation for sample-coupled vibrat
has been modified to account for the possibilityL1 /L,1.0.1

In this case,k* is plotted as a function ofL1 /L for each
flexural mode. The value ofk* where the curves intersect i
considered the solution fork* . ThusL1 /L can be considered
an adjustable parameter in the analytical method. Typica
L1 /L50.91– 0.99 depending on the specific cantilever
ometry and other experimental variables. This procedur
usually carried out for each pair of resonant frequenc
( f 1 , f 2) separately.

Strictly speaking, the analytical model should not be a
plied to the dagger cantilever because its geometry does
meet the assumptions of the model. However, this model
been shown to be an effective means of analyzing AFA
experimental data and is in fact the only method wide
available. Therefore, we will include results obtained by t
analytical method for comparison to results with the nume
cal ~finite element! method described below.

B. Finite element method

To date, AFAM experiments have been interpreted
clusively with the above analytical method. This approach
somewhat limited in applicability, since it assumes that
cantilever’s cross section is exactly the same along its en
length. The assumption is not strictly true, even for cant
vers like our rectangular one. Thus data interpretation w
the analytical model is based on an approximation to
actual experimental conditions. Previous work as well as
own results indicate that the approximation is a very go
one in some cases. However, because the measured res
frequencies for different flexural modes do not predict e
actly the same value ofcB , it is clear that real cantilevers d
not exactly fit the analytical model. Furthermore, cantilev
such as our dagger cantilever may be valuable for exp
mental use but do not satisfy the assumptions of the mo

To address these issues and to explore whether ano
approach might improve measurement accuracy, we have
veloped a numerical method for AFAM analysis. Many a
proaches may be used to create a model to describe the A
cantilever vibrations. Although it is a likely candidate, a
expansion in basis functions that span the length of the c
tilever ~e.g., Rayleigh-Ritz! is not the most convenient fo
the cantilevers studied here. Variations in geometry that
tend over a limited range of the cantilever, such as the tri
gular portion of the dagger probe, are more easily mode
using a solution derived by the finite element method~FEM!.
With the FEM, the geometric and mechanical properties
each element can be varied independently.

A finite element mesh was created for each cantile
type based on the dimensions in Fig. 2. Each cantilever
discretized into Timoshenko beam elements that included
rotational inertia of the element. The number of eleme
was chosen for good convergence of the first five flexu
modes when compared with exact solutions for cantilev
with uniform cross sections. For the rectangular cantile
107 beam elements were used, while the mesh for the da
cantilever contained 247 elements. The numerical res
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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given here were calculated assuming that all of the elem
possessed the same material properties.

The dimensions of the cantilever mesh were initially a
signed the measured values in Table I. For the rectang
cantilever, the width, length, and thickness were then
justed to match the free-space response of the FEM m
beam to the experimental results. We were able to match
experimental frequencies by making only small adjustme
within the uncertainty of the dimensional measuremen
Next, a linear thickness gradient of 5.0% along the length
the cantilever was introduced to precisely match theratio of
the first two resonant frequencies to the equivalent exp
mental ratio. The frequency ratio is nearly unaffected by u
form changes in width or thickness and hence is an indic
of the variation in thickness along the cantilever. Examin
tion of the cantilever in the SEM indicated that this amou
of thickness variation was reasonable. The same appro
was used for the dagger cantilever, except that the lengt
the dagger point or triangle was also adjusted. In this cas
thickness gradient of only 3.5% was used.

The values used in the FEM calculations are given
Table I. Also shown are the values of the first two flexu
free resonances calculated from the FEM dimensions.
agreement in both dimensions and frequency with the ac
~measured! values is very good for both cantilevers. How
ever, it should be noted that our combination of model
parameters is not a unique solution. It is possible to ob
similar results for the cantilever free frequencies using ot
combinations ofESi and t. The values in Table I represen
one of these combinations that yields values close to
measured ones.

Once the optimum mesh dimensions were determin
the contact vibration response could be calculated. The c
tact model contained a spring of stiffnessk* located at one
node of the mesh. The parameterL1 /L described the loca
tion of the node with the spring.L1 /L was allowed to vary
between 0.9 and 1.0 for the rectangular cantilever. The F
calculation then involved predicting values off 1 and f 2 for
each combination ofk* and L1 /L. The output values were
those values ofk* ~andL1 /L) that gave the best agreeme
between the predicted and experimental frequencies. ‘‘B
agreement’’ meant that the values minimized the sum of
error between experimental and numerical values for bothf 1

and f 2 . Specifically, we sought to minimize an error functio
x, where

x510
u f 12 f 1

Tu
f 1

1
u f 22 f 2

Tu
f 2

. ~3!

The superscriptT indicates the numerical value and the u
superscripted value corresponds to the measured value.
maximum error allowed was 0.3%. An error weighting
10:1 was used to compensate for the different sensitivitie
f 1 and f 2 to changes in surface stiffness.11 For the relevant
range of values ofk* , the 10:1 ratio causes the magnitude
the errors associated with bothf 1 and f 2 to be of roughly
equal importance. Thus, for some cases, the match for e
frequency may not have appeared optimized, but the co
tion on the minimum error was met. It should also be no
Downloaded 18 Aug 2003 to 132.163.192.19. Redistribution subject to A
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that the search space was limited to local minima. The p
sibility of finding a global minimum ofx was not explored.

Our first numerical approach for the dagger cantilev
duplicated that used for the rectangular, that is, onlyL1 /L
and k* were varied. Although physically realistic value
were obtained forL1 /L ~0.97–0.99!, the values ofk* for
different frequency modes with the same cantilever did
agree with only these parameters. Therefore, a visc
damper was added to the numerical model. This addition
motivated partly because the experimental data indicate
greater effect of damping for the dagger cantilever as e
denced by larger resonant linewidths. Viscous damping w
included in the form of a dashpot with damping constantc in
parallel with the spring corresponding tok* , as shown in
Fig. 3. For the minimization procedure,L1 /L and k* were
first varied to minimize the error. Then, an appropriate va
of c was added to further reduce the error. The process
repeated until the required error level was achieved. For
cantilever, the range over whichL1 /L was allowed to vary
was limited to 0.97–1.0.

The predicted response of the dagger cantilever w
quite sensitive to the value ofc used in the calculation. To
obtain good agreement with the experimental results, the
ues ofc varied by more than a factor of 100 for some of t
data sets. The reasons for the variation inc are not clear.
Experimentally, we have observed that the damping can b
function of the applied load. We have also found that t
importance of damping was dependent on the cantilever s
ness. Data from the rectangular cantilever, which was stif
were analyzed using the model that included damping.
found that these results were relatively insensitive to
value ofc. For the less stiff dagger cantilever, we could n
match the numerical and experimental results unless da
ing was included. The relevant levels of cantilever stiffne
that necessitate the use of damping have not yet been d
mined. However, the influence of contact damping level
AFM vibrations has been discussed previously.12 More so-
phisticated models of the tip damping are currently un
development.

The procedures described above were performed
each separate AFAM measurement. Each calculation for
optimum contact parameters required less than five min
on a desktop computer~processing speed 1 GHz!. The first
calculation for each material/cantilever combination was
most time consuming. Subsequent searches using the
results as an initial guess required less time. Once the va
for k* were determined, the analysis procedure was the s
as for the analytical method: the ratioktest* /kre f* was calcu-
lated andMtest evaluated from Eqs.~1! and ~2!.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table II summarizes our AFAM results for the Nb film
sample. Values are shown for the indentation modulusMNb

as determined using different combinations of cantilever
ometry, reference material, and analysis approach. Value
MNb are shown for bothn51 andn53/2 in Eq. ~1!. Each
entry in Table II represents the average of four data sets
described in Sec. II A, each data set typically yielded
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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values ofMNb . The uncertainties quoted in Table II represe
the standard deviation of these multiple measurements.
accuracy of the value used forMre f is potentially an addi-
tional source of measurement uncertainty. If the true valu
Mre f differs from the value used, a systematic measurem
error exists. The value assumed forMtip can also systemati
cally change the measurement results. However, this effe
quite small. We found that changes inMtip of 20–25 GPa
changed the calculated values ofMNb by less than 1 GPa.

Table II contains additional entries labeled ‘‘average
These indicate the values ofMNb obtained by calculating an
averageE* from all measurements withboth reference ma-
terials and then computingM with Eq. ~2!. Due to the rela-
tionship betweenE* andM, this value differs slightly from
the average of the two final values ofMNb obtained with the
separate reference materials. The uncertainty for the aver
was calculated from an uncertainty in reduced modu
dEavg* determined bydEavg* 5A(dEgl* )21(dESi* )2, where
dEgl* and dESi* are the standard deviations in the measu
ments from each separate reference material.

For comparison with the AFAM results, Table III con
tains values forMNb obtained by other methods. The fir
column in Table III indicates a range of values for polycry
talline bulk Nb obtained from the literature.6 The second and
third columns contain values forMNb measured on the sam
Nb film sample with surface acoustic wave spectroscopy4,13

~SAWS! and instrumented indentation testing.3 The values
indicated are the average of multiple measurements on
same sample. In the analysis of the SAWS data, the
density r was assumed to be that of bulk Nb (r
58570 kg/m3). Both r and M could not be determined si

TABLE II. AFAM values for the indentation modulusMNb of Nb film. The
type of cantilever, reference material, and analysis model used to deter
MNb are indicated. Values forMNb were determined from Eqs.~1! and ~2!
usingn51 or n53/2, as indicated.

Cantilever Reference Model
M (n51)

~GPa!
M (n53/2)

~GPa!

Rectangular Glass Analytical 8869 90614
FEM 89611 92617

Si Analytical 12767 122610
FEM 12668 120612

Average Analytical 106612 105618
FEM 106614 105622

Dagger Glass Analytical 8662 8763
FEM 8663 8764

Si Analytical 12765 12167
FEM 11864 11065

Average Analytical 10565 10367
FEM 10165 9866

TABLE III. Values for the indentation modulusM of Nb ~in GPa!. A range
of values for bulk Nb obtained from the literature is shown. Also includ
are results obtained by surface acoustic wave spectroscopy~SAWS! and
instrumented indentation testing~IIT ! on the same sample measured
AFAM. The minimum and maximum AFAM values from Table II are give

Literature~bulk! SAWS IIT AFAM

116–133 12167 97610 86–127
Downloaded 18 Aug 2003 to 132.163.192.19. Redistribution subject to A
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multaneously from the SAWS data. If the actual film dens
was lower, as can be the case for thin films,MNb would be
lower than that shown. To obtain the IIT value ofMNb

597 GPa from our SAWS data, the film density would ha
to be;5% less than the bulk value.

Inspection of Tables II and III provides insight into th
accuracy and effectiveness of our methods. For the recta
lar cantilever, the analysis approach had virtually no eff
on the resulting value ofMNb . Discrepancies in the value o
MNb between the two models are much smaller than the m
surement uncertainty for both reference materials. Thus
results from the two models can be considered ident
within the uncertainty. For the dagger cantilever, results w
the glass reference sample are identical for both analysis
proaches. Using the Si reference sample, however, res
with the analytical method are 8–10% higher than those
tained by FEM analysis of the same data. Although the d
crepancies between the two models were larger than
measurement uncertainty, the error bars still overlap and
the differences are not considered significant. Thus we c
clude that our finite element models successfully captu
the key physical features of the systems.

Tables II and III indicate that better agreement betwe
the AFAM and IIT results is achieved by averaging AFA
results from two reference materials. For the rectangular c
tilever, MNb determined by the Si reference sample is high
than MNb(IIT) by 20–30 %, whileMNb determined by the
glass reference sample alone is lower by;10%. When the
two data sets are combined,MNb(AFAM) 5105– 106 GPa is
obtained. This is in very good agreement with the IIT val
~higher by;5% and within measurement uncertainty!. For
the dagger cantilever,MNb for the average of the two refer
ence materials from the analytical model is slightly high
than the corresponding FEM results. However, the val
from the two models are the same within measurement
certainty. The results are also identical within the error b
to the corresponding values with the rectangular cantile
In fact, the average values ofMNb for the dagger cantileve
agree more closely with the IIT values. The consistency
tween AFAM results from different cantilever geometri
and analysis approaches, as well as the good agreement
results from other methods, strongly suggests that our AF
methods are valid.

In these AFAM experimentstwo different reference ma-
terials were used for quantitative measurements. Pra
et al.14 qualitatively compared the AFAM spectrum of a te
material~dickite! to those of other materials in order to sele
a single reference material. Our results suggest that with
current analysis approach, the choice of reference materi
critical to measurement accuracy. It appears that ifMre f dif-
fers substantially fromMtest, the experimentally determine
Mtest may be incorrect. Such behavior might occur if th
contact between the nonideal AFM tip and the nonideal s
face differs for different sample materials. The Hertzian co
tact mechanics model used for our data analysis does
include such variability. Until this can be verified and a mo
detailed contact mechanics model developed, our results
dicate that reasonable values ofMtest can be obtained using
two reference materials. Multiple reference samples may

ine
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needed if no single suitable reference material is available
was the case here. More importantly, an estimate ofMtest

may not be available, as can occur in the developmen
film materials. In this case, AFAM measurements with m
tiple references could serve to iteratively determine the va
of Mtest. As the AFAM technique is refined and its precisio
is increased, we hope to examine this behavior more t
oughly and determine how measurement accuracy can
improved.

A question that arises in this context is how similarMtest

andMre f should be to obtain accurate results. To address
question, we compare these experiments with previous o
we have performed.15 With AFAM we measured an alumi
num ~Al ! film about 1mm thick. In this case, only the glas
sample was used as a reference (Mgl58563 GPa). AFAM
data obtained with the rectangular cantilever and analy
with the analytical model yieldedMAl(AFAM) 58063 GPa
(n53/2). The SAWS value for the same sample w
MAl(SAWS)57861 GPa. Thus AFAM results with a singl
reference appeared accurate whenMtest differed from Mre f

by 5–10 %. Assuming that the true value ofMNb is approxi-
mately 100 GPa, then for the current experimentsMSi was
about 40% higher andMgl was 15–20 % lower thanMNb .
Further experiments are needed to more fully quantify t
behavior.

As mentioned above, both analysis methods used a v
ableL1 /L describing the tip position as an adjustable para
eter. The value ofL1 /L was determined for each separa
( f 1 , f 2) data pair. For the rectangular cantilever, the range
values obtained with the analytical approach wasL1 /L
50.913– 0.926 whileL1 /L50.916– 0.930 for the FEM ap
proach. For the dagger cantilever,L1 /L50.57– 0.58. This is
quite different from the valueL1 /L51 observed in the SEM
and illustrates our interest in developing an alternative an
sis approach. With the finite element method,L1 /L
50.975– 0.985 for the dagger cantilever. Further analysi
more sophisticated modeling is needed to clarify the sli
but consistent differences inL1 /L between the observed an
model values.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have described AFAM methods to determine
quantitative elastic properties of thin films. Experimen
were performed on a metallic thin-film sample using tw
cantilevers with different geometries. The cantilever reson
frequencies for the lowest two flexural modes were measu
both in free space and while the tip was in contact with
sample. Comparison of results to those from refere
samples with known elastic properties enabled the sam
indentation modulusM to be determined. Data were an
lyzed with two methods. The first was an analytical mod
for beam dynamics that assumed a perfectly uniform ca
lever cross section. The second involved a finite elem
method specifically developed to accommodate variation
thickness and width along the length of the cantilever.

With these measurement and analysis methods, we
termined AFAM values forM in a niobium film 280 nm
thick. Measurements were made on the same film with
Downloaded 18 Aug 2003 to 132.163.192.19. Redistribution subject to A
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other techniques: surface acoustic wave spectroscopy an
strumented indentation. The agreement between these va
and those determined with AFAM was only fair~10–25 %
different! if a single reference material was used for t
AFAM measurements. Much better agreement~;5% differ-
ence! was achieved by combining AFAM measuremen
from two different reference samples.

For a cantilever geometry that deviated only sligh
from a perfect rectangular beam, the two analysis meth
yielded values forM that were the same within measureme
uncertainty. Thus the analytical model—a much simp
approach—appears adequate for this type of geometry.
cantilevers with a nonuniform cross section, it was necess
to include the effects of viscoelastic damping in the FE
analysis. FEM values forMNb with this cantilever were the
same within measurement uncertainty as those with the r
angular cantilever. Although not strictly applicable to th
cantilever geometry, the rectangular model produced v
similar values forMNb . However, its values of the tip pa
rameterL1 /L were unphysical. Therefore we believe that t
FEM approach should be applied to cantilevers with d
tinctly nonrectangular geometry.

These results demonstrate the validity of our AFA
methods for quantitative measurements of the elastic pro
ties of thin films and surfaces. Our work indicates that
optimal results, a reference material should be selected
mechanical properties~modulus, adhesion, etc.! similar to
those of the test material. In this way, the experimental c
tact radii will be similar and the assumptions of the AFA
model will be valid. Future work includes extending th
measurement techniques to additional samples with a w
range ofM in order to investigate the limits of applicabilit
in more detail. We also plan to examine the issues that af
precision and repeatability more thoroughly. Furthermo
other cantilever geometries will be examined with FEM c
culations to explore the utility of the approach.
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